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Attachment of RAM AIR SYSTEM

Installation Instructions

1. Unclip the MAF (air sensor) coupler. Then pull up and 
outwards to remove the original air box.

2. This next procedure is a two-step process.
 ・ Remove the MAF (air sensor) using the supplied wrench.
 ・ Honeycomb plate needs to be removed from the original air box. 
It will be reused later. Please see attached picture for reference. 

6. Attach the brace to the adapter. Install the sensor spacer 
in the sensor adapter using included hardware.

9. Install the new filter assembly and attach to intake hose. 
See picture for details 

10. Next, install bolt A, the washer, and nut to mount 
the brace to hole where the clip in step 7 mounted.

11. Please ensure all fittings and bolts are 
securely fastened and mounted.
12. Installation of the intake system is now complete. 

We hope you enjoy the power and performance of 
your new intake system. 
Thank you for choosing GruppeM.

8. Loosen intake hose band and rotate 
intake 20mm to left for easy removal.

7. Remove the mount that held in the original cleaner in place. Follow the 
next steps to remove the mount. See picture for details
 ・ The “U” portion is raised slightly by applying a slight upward motion 
    with a flathead screwdriver.
 ・ Once the pressure is released turn the mount counterclockwise and 
     pull the clip out.

spacer

3. Arrange spacer to that it sits in 
the middle of the inclined plate. 
See picture for reference. 

4. The lower case is attached to the adapter 
along the honeycomb plate removed in step 2. 

5. Attach the fixed plate (see parts list) and 
insert spacer. Fix brace to the side using bolt C. 
See picture in step 6 for reference.

Sensor spacer

Brace
Because the hose is loose, 
a band is fastened to the back.
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PARTS  LIST

CAUTION

Thank you for buying the GruppeM Ram Air System
Before installation, verify that you have all of the parts in the Parts 
List on the right.

• Please read the entire instruction manual before proceeding. 
• Ensure you have all necessary tools before proceeding.
• Do not attempt to work on your vehicle when the engine is hot.
• Disconnect the negative battery terminal before proceeding.
• Retain factory parts and our installation manual for future use.
• GruppeM Inc. will not be held responsible for installations to 
   any motor vehicle model other than the one specified.

The adapter, lower case, v-clampe and filter   are  presassembled
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